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The New York Times bestselling Hunger Games is
now a major motion picture -- and here is the
ultimate guide to the all the tributes in the 74th
annual Hunger Games!
The Hunger Games is on fire. This series of novels
and movies is attracting millions. Jane Wells offers
an exciting new perspective on novelist Suzanne
Collins' complex world. Readers and moviegoers,
young and old, continue to cheer for her hero
Katniss Everdeen, a teenager fighting forces of
injustice in a bleak future version of our world. Now,
Jane Wells delves into this dystopian realm from a
Christian perspective, exploring themes of social
justice, transformation and unlikely heroism.
Ambition will fuel him. Competition will drive him. But
power has its price. It is the morning of the reaping
that will kick off the tenth annual Hunger Games. In
the Capitol, eighteen-year-old Coriolanus Snow is
preparing for his one shot at glory as a mentor in the
Games. The once-mighty house of Snow has fallen
on hard times, its fate hanging on the slender
chance that Coriolanus will be able to outcharm,
outwit, and outmaneuver his fellow students to
mentor the winning tribute. The odds are against
him. He's been given the humiliating assignment of
mentoring the female tribute from District 12, the
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lowest of the low. Their fates are now completely
intertwined - every choice Coriolanus makes could
lead to favor or failure, triumph or ruin. Inside the
arena, it will be a fight to the death. Outside the
arena, Coriolanus starts to feel for his doomed
tribute . . . and must weigh his need to follow the
rules against his desire to survive no matter what it
takes.
Though not as epic as some series, there are still
enough characters, settings and plots to make a
companion nice to have. BookCaps can help! This
companion to the book provides character, plot and
chapter summaries. BookCap Study Guides do not
contain text from the actual book, and are not meant
to be purchased as alternatives to reading the book.
The hilarious instant New York Times bestseller, The
Hunger Pains is a loving parody of the dystopian YA
novel and film, The Hunger Games. Winning means
wealth, fame, and a life of therapy losing means
death, but also fame! This is The Hunger Pains.
When Kantkiss Neverclean replaces her sister as a
contestant on the Hunger Games—the secondhighest-rated reality TV show in Peaceland, behind
Extreme Home Makeover—she has no idea what to
expect. Having lived her entire life in the
telemarketing district’s worst neighborhood, the
Crack, Kantkiss feels unprepared to fight to the
death while simultaneously winking and looking
adorable for the cameras. But when her survival
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rests on choosing between the dreamy hunk from
home, Carol Handsomestein, or the doughy klutz,
Pita Malarkey, Kantkiss discovers that the toughest
conflicts may not be found on the battlefield but in
her own heart . . . which is unfortunately on a
battlefield.
Presents resources for teaching "The Hunger
Games," in which sixteen-year-old Katniss Everdeen
becomes a contender in the annual Hunger Games,
a competition where young boys and girls are pitted
against one another in a televised fight to the death,
including a summary, a profile of the author, prereading and culminating activities, and vocabulary
exercises, and discussion questions.
The second book in Suzanne Collins's phenomenal
and worldwide bestselling Hunger Games trilogy.
Catching Fire, the New York Times bestseller by
Suzanne Collins, is now a major motion picture -and this is your guide to all of the movie's
excitement, both in front of the camera and behind
it.Go behind the scenes of the making of Catching
Fire with exclusive materials, including back-stage
photos and interviews. From the screenwriting
process to the casting decisions, from the fantastic
new sets and gorgeous costumes to the actors'
performances and the director's vision, this is the
definitive companion to the second Hunger Games
film.
NEW YORK TIMES bestselling author Suzanne Collins has
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created a deeply moving autobiographical picture book about
a father who must go off to the war in Vietnam -- and the
daughter who stays behind.When young Suzy's father leaves
for Vietnam, she struggles to understand what this means for
her and her family. What is the jungle like? Will her father be
safe? When will he return? The months slip by, marked by the
passing of the familiar holidays and the postcards that her
father sends. With each one, he feels more and more distant,
until Suzy isn't sure she'd even recognize her father
anymore.This heartfelt and accessible picture book by
Suzanne Collins, the NEW YORK TIMES bestselling author
of the Hunger Games series, is accompanied by James
Proimos's sweet and funny illustrations. This picture book will
speak to any child who has had to spend time away from a
parent.
Marcus, a.k.a "w1n5t0n," is only seventeen years old, but he
figures he already knows how the system works–and how to
work the system. Smart, fast, and wise to the ways of the
networked world, he has no trouble outwitting his high
school's intrusive but clumsy surveillance systems. But his
whole world changes when he and his friends find themselves
caught in the aftermath of a major terrorist attack on San
Francisco. In the wrong place at the wrong time, Marcus and
his crew are apprehended by the Department of Homeland
Security and whisked away to a secret prison where they're
mercilessly interrogated for days. When the DHS finally
releases them, Marcus discovers that his city has become a
police state where every citizen is treated like a potential
terrorist. He knows that no one will believe his story, which
leaves him only one option: to take down the DHS himself. At
the Publisher's request, this title is being sold without Digital
Rights Management Software (DRM) applied.
This book addresses Suzanne Collins’s work from a number
of literary and cultural perspectives in an effort to better
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understand both its significance and its appeal. It takes an
interdisciplinary approach to the Hunger Games trilogy,
drawing from literary studies, psychology, gender studies,
media studies, philosophy, and cultural studies. An analytical
rather than evaluative work, it dispenses with extended
theoretical discussions and academic jargon. Assuming that
readers are familiar with the entire trilogy, the book also
avoids plot summary and character analysis, instead focusing
on the significance of the story and its characters. It includes
a biographical essay, glossaries, questions for further study,
and an extensive bibliography. Instructors considering this
book for use in a course may request an examination copy
here.
First in the ground-breaking HUNGER GAMES trilogy, this
new foiled edition of THE HUNGER GAMES is available for a
limited period of time. Set in a dark vision of the near future, a
terrifying reality TV show is taking place. Twelve boys and
twelve girls are forced to appear in a live event called The
Hunger Games. There is only one rule: kill or be killed. When
sixteen-year-old Katniss Everdeen steps forward to take her
younger sister's place in the games, she sees it as a death
sentence. But Katniss has been close to death before. For
her, survival is second nature.
The Hunger Games: An Instructional Guide for Literature
provides lesson plans and activities for this popular Young
Adult fiction novel. This valuable resource guides teachers
with ways to add rigor with complex literature. Textdependent questions help students analyze the text with
higher-order thinking skills, with lessons focused on story
elements, vocabulary, and more. Close reading activities
throughout the literature units encourages students to use
textual evidence as they revisit passages to respond more
critically. With various methods of assessing comprehension,
this instructional guide offers strategies for cross-curricular
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activities as students build a greater understanding of this
great literary work.
Go deeper into the home of the Hunger Games with the
creator of the best-known fan map of Panem • What does
Panem look like? • How does Panem define race? • How do
Panem's districts reflect the major themes of the trilogy? •
What allusions to our world are found in Panem names like
Finnick, Johanna, Beetee, Cinna, Everdeen, and Mellark?
The Panem Companion gives fresh insight into Suzanne
Collins' trilogy by looking at the world of the Hunger Games
and the forces that kept its citizens divided since the First
Rebellion. With a blend of academic insight and true fan
passion, V. Arrow explores how Panem could have evolved
from the America we know today and uses textual clues to
piece together Panem's beliefs about class, ethnicity, culture,
gender, sexuality, and more. Includes an extensive name
lexicon and color-illustrated unofficial map
How much do you know about the three books that make up
the Hunger Games series? Prove your knowledge with this
fascinating quiz book containing 200 questions (and
answers!) to test the knowledge of any Hunger Games fan.
From questions even a casual reader should know all the way
through to trivia that would test Katniss herself, this is a
fantastic way to enjoy Panem even more. With sections on
everything from the characters to the games themselves, this
is an important addition to any fan’s bookshelf!
This book is to be used along side the bestselling book, The
Hunger Games by Suzanne Collins for anyone who needs to
increase their reading speed and comprehension in an
engaging and unique way. For Students: The study questions
are in order and follow Suzanne Collins's narrative. Answer
the questions as you read the book. The answers are in the
back section. For Teachers: This is an exciting and engaging
way to help students increase reading fluency and
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comprehension. The questions are in order and follow the
book chapter by chapter. Answers follow in a separate
section of the guide. Also, with the new Common Core
standards and push to increased rigor, I have added a Writing
Workshop section at the end of the book to help with writing
assignments. For Homeschools: Your upper middle school
and high school struggling reader will find The Hunger Games
and this study guide good practice in increasing fluency and
comprehension. He/she will become entranced with the story
and beg to read the next two installments of the novel. When
not teaching or working on district curriculum in Alaska,
Peggy and her husband, Bill, armed with fishing poles, make
their home in Pittsburg, Missouri.

"Here's some advice. Stay alive." --Haymitch
Abernathy When it comes to The Hunger Games,
staying alive means finding food any way possible.
Katniss and Gale hunt live game, Peeta's family
survives on the bread they make, and the inhabitants
of the Seam work twelve-hour days for a few
handfuls of grain--all while the residents of the
Capitol gorge themselves on delicacies and desserts
to the heart's desire. For the first time, you will be
able to create delicious recipes from the humble
District 12 to the extravagant Capital, including:
French Bread from the Mellark Family Bakery
Katniss's Favorite Lamb Stew with Dried Plums
Rue's Roasted Parsnips Gale's Bone-Pickin' Big
Game Soup Capitol-Grade Dark Chocolate Cake If
you're starving for more from Katniss, Peeta, and
Gale, this cookbook is sure to whet your appetite!
The stunning HungerPage
Games
trilogy is complete! The
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extraordinary, ground breaking New York Times
bestsellers The Hunger Games and Catching Fire,
along with the third book in The Hunger Games
trilogy by Suzanne Collins, Mockingjay, are available
for the first time ever in e-book. Stunning, gripping,
and powerful.
To be used as a teaching guide for The Hunger
Games, this Challenging Level Teaching Guide
focuses on a variety of reading strategies that can
help students construct meaning from their
experience with literature as well as make
connections between reading and the rest of their
lives. The Challenging Level offers literature grouped
by strands Community Strand and Journey Strand.
While no work of literature has only one theme (or
strand), these groupings provide a reference to focus
student attention. Each chapter analysis includes:
Journal and Discussion Topics, Vocabulary, and
Chapter Summaries. Other features include:
Strategy Pages, Testing, and the Writer s Forum.
Each book contains an answer key.
Put the Odds in Your Favor! Train like a Tribute
before you enter the Arena using this wilderness
survival guide--you don't have to live in Panem to put
these survival skills to use. Experience the
adventure of life in District 12 by learning and
practicing the survival skills used by Katniss, Peeta,
Gale and their friends. Some of the survival skills
you'll learn: • Building temporary shelters to protect
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from rain, cold, wind and sun. • Finding and purifying
water--even when there are no streams or lakes
nearby. • Building and using fire for cooking,
signaling, warmth and making tools. • Identifying and
cooking wild edible plants. • Building Gale's famous
twitch-up snares. • Peeta's camouflage techniques.
• Katniss's hunting and stalking skills. • Making your
own survival bow and arrows and other tools. • The
materials you need to create a forage bag like
Katniss's. • Survival first aid. • Navigation tips and
tricks for travel, rescue and evasion. Detailed photos
and step-by-step instructions will help you master
each skill. The real-life skills found in The Unofficial
Hunger Games Wilderness Survival Guide will help
you in any wilderness or disaster survival situation.
Start your training today.
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER USA TODAY
BESTSELLER NATIONAL INDIE BESTSELLER
THE WASHINGTON POST BESTSELLER
Recommended by Entertainment Weekly, Real
Simple, NPR, Slate, and Oprah Magazine #1 Library
Reads Pick—October 2020 #1 Indie Next
Pick—October 2020 BOOK OF THE YEAR (2020)
FINALIST—Book of The Month Club A “Best Of”
Book From: Oprah Mag * CNN * Amazon * Amazon
Editors * NPR * Goodreads * Bustle * PopSugar *
BuzzFeed * Barnes & Noble * Kirkus Reviews *
Lambda Literary * Nerdette * The Nerd Daily *
Polygon * Library Reads * io9 * Smart Bitches
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Trashy Books * LiteraryHub * Medium * BookBub *
The Mary Sue * Chicago Tribune * NY Daily News *
SyFy Wire * Powells.com * Bookish * Book Riot *
Library Reads Voter Favorite * In the vein of The
Time Traveler’s Wife and Life After Life, The
Invisible Life of Addie LaRue is New York Times
bestselling author V. E. Schwab’s genre-defying
tour de force. A Life No One Will Remember. A Story
You Will Never Forget. France, 1714: in a moment of
desperation, a young woman makes a Faustian
bargain to live forever—and is cursed to be forgotten
by everyone she meets. Thus begins the
extraordinary life of Addie LaRue, and a dazzling
adventure that will play out across centuries and
continents, across history and art, as a young
woman learns how far she will go to leave her mark
on the world. But everything changes when, after
nearly 300 years, Addie stumbles across a young
man in a hidden bookstore and he remembers her
name. At the Publisher's request, this title is being
sold without Digital Rights Management Software
(DRM) applied.
The greatly anticipated final book in the New York
Times bestselling Hunger Games trilogy by Suzanne
Collins.
Derived from the word "to propagate," the idea and
practice of propaganda concerns nothing less than
the ways in which human beings communicate,
particularly with respect to the creation and
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widespread dissemination of attitudes, images, and
beliefs. Much larger than its pejorative connotations
suggest, propaganda can more neutrally be
understood as a central means of organizing and
shaping thought and perception, a practice that has
been a pervasive feature of the twentieth century
and that touches on many fields. It has been seen as
both a positive and negative force, although abuses
under the Third Reich and during the Cold War have
caused the term to stand in, most recently, as a
synonym for untruth and brazen manipulation.
Propaganda analysis of the 1950s to 1989 too often
took the form of empirical studies about the efficacy
of specific methods, with larger questions about the
purposes and patterns of mass persuasion
remaining unanswered. In the present moment
where globalization and transnationality are arguably
as important as older nation forms, when media
enjoy near ubiquity throughout the globe, when
various fundamentalisms are ascendant, and when
debates rage about neoliberalism, it is urgent that we
have an up-to-date resource that considers
propaganda as a force of culture writ large. The
handbook will include twenty-two essays by leading
scholars from a variety of disciplines, divided into
three sections. In addition to dealing with the thorny
question of definition, the handbook will take up an
expansive set of assumptions and a full range of
approaches that move propaganda beyond political
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campaigns and warfare to examine a wide array of
cultural contexts and practices.
The definitive, richly illustrated, full-color guide to all
the districts of Panem, all the participants in the
Hunger Games, and the life and home of Katniss
Everdeen.Welcome to Panem, the world of the
Hunger Games. This is the definitive, richly
illustrated, full-color guide to all the districts of
Panem, all the participants in The Hunger Games,
and the life and home of Katniss Everdeen. A musthave for fans of both The Hunger Games novels and
the new Hunger Games film.
The ultimate companion guide to the blockbuster Hunger
Games trilogy For all those who adore Katniss and
Peeta, and can't get enough, this companion guide to the
wildly popular Hunger Games series is a must-read and
a terrific gift. Go deeper into the post-apocalyptic world
created by Suzanne Collins than you ever thought
possible—an alternative future where boys and girls are
chosen from twelve districts to compete in "The Hunger
Games," a televised fight-to-the-death. When sixteenyear-old Katniss learns that her little sister has been
chosen, Kat steps up to fight in her place—and the games
begin. This unauthorized guide takes the reader behind
the stage. The Hunger Games Companion includes
fascinating background facts about the action in all three
books, a revealing biography of the author, and amazing
insights into the series' main themes and features--from
the nature of evil, to weaponry and rebellions, to
surviving the end of the world. It's everything fans have
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been hungering for since the very first book! This book is
not authorized by Suzanne Collins, Scholastic Press or
anyone involved in the Hunger Games movie.
"Bringing details from myths, herbal guides, military
histories, and the classics, English professor and awardwinning pop culture author Valerie Estelle Frankel sheds
light on the deeper meanings behind Panem's heroes
and villains in this hottest of YA trilogies." --P. [4] of
cover.
This Special Edition of The Hunger Games includes the
most extensive interview Suzanne Collins has given
since the publication of The Hunger Games; an
absorbing behind-the-scenes look at the creation of the
series; and an engaging archival conversation between
Suzanne Collins and YA legend Walter Dean Myers on
writing about war. The Special Edition answers many
questions fans have had over the years, and gives great
insight into the creation of this era-defining work. In the
ruins of a place once known as North America lies the
nation of Panem, a shining Capitol surrounded by twelve
outlying districts. The Capitol keeps the districts in line by
forcing them all to send one boy and one girl between
the ages of twelve and eighteen to participate in the
annual Hunger Games, a fight to the death on live
TV.Sixteen-year-old Katniss Everdeen regards it as a
death sentence when she steps forward to take her
sister's place in the Games. But Katniss has been close
to death before-and survival, for her, is second nature.
Still, if she is to win, she will have to start making choices
that weigh survival against humanity and life against
love.
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This collection of fresh essays on Suzanne Collins's epic
trilogy spans multiple disciplines. The contributors probe
the trilogy's meaning using theories grounded in
historicism, feminism, humanism, queer theory, as well
as cultural, political, and media studies. The essayists
demonstrate diverse perspectives regarding Collins's
novels but their works have three elements in common:
an appreciation of the trilogy as literature, a belief in its
permanent value, and a need to share both appreciation
and belief with fellow readers. The 21 essays that follow
the context-setting introduction are grouped into four
parts: Part I "History, Politics, Economics, and Culture,"
Part II "Ethics, Aesthetics, and Identity," Part III
"Resistance, Surveillance, and Simulacra," and Part IV
"Thematic Parallels and Literary Traditions." A core
bibliography of dystopian and postapocalyptic works is
included, with emphasis on the young adult
category--itself an increasingly crucial part of
postmodern culture.
Sixteen-year-old Max and 10-year-old Tessa were fully
prepared for another horrible summer vacation. While
they always hoped to go somewhere fun like Disney
World or Universal Studios, they usually went
somewhere weird and cheap that their father, former boy
bander Don Masters, found in an ad in a truck stop
coupon magazine. But this year was different. Where
they went couldn't be found on any map or in any truck
stop coupon book. They passed through a portal to a
place called Turtle Island, an alternate version of
America that diverged from our history before the
pilgrims landed at Plymouth Rock. It was there where
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they met world famous action movie star Jordie Paine -star of such films as I Plan to Kill You Now and the
sequel, I Plan to Kill You Now, Too, the ninja film, Chuck
Butcher: Sword Wielding Jackal, as well as the lighthearted romp, Harry Hinklehoffer and the Giant Dancing
Toad of East Nebraska -- who would be their guide in
this strange new world. Jordie, they later learned,
brought the Masters family to Turtle Island for a very
specific reason. Because they look just like the ruthless
first family of Turtle Island, the Masters are pawns in a
coup to overthrow the dictator. But things don't go as
planned and the Masters wind up in the Survival Games,
Turtle Island's national pastime/system of justice where
criminals competitors, or crimpetitors, compete for their
freedom. In this scifi comedy, the stakes are very simple
-- if they win, they rule, if they lose, they must suffer the
consequences.
In a future North America, where the rulers of Panem
maintain control through an annual televised survival
competition pitting young people from each of the twelve
districts against one another, sixteen-year-old Katniss's
skills are put to the test when she voluntarily takes her
younger sister's place.
"This work of Dr. Aziza Braithwaite Bey is evidence of
her life long insistence that the contributions of ancient
and global cultures be represented in every possible
discourse where issues of human development and
human contribution are discussed. First, as an
internationally trained fashion designer; second, as a
master of museology and costume curating and; third as
a doctor of diversity in cultural education teaching in the
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Graduate School of Arts and Social Sciences at Lesley
University, Dr. Bey's work now gives instructors a
manual that introduces a plethora of comparative cultural
material and evidence into the classroom-and into our
thinking. Through well researched examples, her book
carefully insists that both instructor and student begin to
think of humanity outside of their own parochial setting.
Through lessons on food, clothing and ritual, this manual
purposefully underscores a deep appreciation of worldwide culture. In this era of globalization, it becomes
particularly important that we manage to identify
distinctions, still, in ethnic form and culture-so that no
modern effort toward homogeneity obscures those
particular ways and means that varieties of cultures have
solved similar problems. This manual gently helps the
user to create an understanding that the diverse range of
human genius is the greatest contribution to civilization,
world-wide. In this manual Bey celebrates that genius...of
humanity to demonstrate how similar problems can be
solved in acutely distinct ways while maintaining
similarities of import across of the range of possibility. To
this end Dr. Bey's work and her insistence on cultural
inclusion demand both our respect and applause."
Renee Kemp-Rotan Contributing Editor with Paul Oliver
in The International Encyclopedia of World Vernacular
Architecture Cambridge University Press, 1997
A philosophical exploration of Suzanne Collins's New
YorkTimes bestselling series, just in time for the release
ofThe Hunger Games movie Katniss Everdeen is "the
girl who was on fire," but she is alsothe girl who made us
think, dream, question authority, and rebel.The postPage 16/19
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apocalyptic world of Panem's twelve districts is a
dividedsociety on the brink of war and struggling to
survive, while theCapitol lives in the lap of luxury and
pure contentment. At everyturn in the Hunger Games
trilogy, Katniss, Peeta, Gale, and theirmany allies wrestle
with harrowing choices and ethical dilemmasthat push
them to the brink. Is it okay for Katniss to break thelaw to
ensure her family's survival? Do ordinary moral rules
applyin the Arena? Can the world of The Hunger Games
shine alight into the dark corners of our world? Why do
we often enjoywatching others suffer? How can we
distinguish between what's Realand Not Real? This book
draws on some of history's most engagingphilosophical
thinkers to take you deeper into the story and itsthemes,
such as sacrifice, altruism, moral choice, and gender.
Gives you new insights into the Hunger Games series
and its keycharacters, plot lines, and ideas Examines
important themes such as the state of nature,
war,celebrity, authenticity, and social class Applies the
perspective of some of world's greatest minds, suchas
Charles Darwin, Thomas Hobbes, Friedrich Nietzsche,
Plato, andImmanuel Kant to the Hunger Games trilogy
Covers all three books in the Hunger Games trilogy An
essential companion for Hunger Games fans, this book
willtake you deeper into the dystopic world of Panem and
into the mindsand motivations of those who occupy it.
Based on the Book of Genesis, Dinah shares her perspective
on religious practices and sexul politics.
When eleven-year-old Gregor falls through a grate in the
laundry room of his apartment building, he hurtles into the
dark Underland, where spiders, rats and giant cockroaches
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coexist uneasily with humans. This world is on the brink of
war, and Gregor's arrival is no accident. Gregor has a vital
role to play in the Underland's uncertain future.
Stopping the spiral of toxic thoughts. In Get Out of Your
Head, a six-session video-based Bible study, Jennie inspires
and equips us to transform our emotions, our outlook, and
even our circumstances by taking control of our thoughts. Our
enemy is determined to get in our heads to make us feel
helpless, overwhelmed, and incapable of making a difference
for the kingdom of God. But when we submit our minds to
Christ, the promises of goodness of God flood our lives in
remarkable ways. It starts in your head. And from there, the
possibilities are endless. This guide serves as a tool to
prepare you in leading this Get Out of Your Head study and
to encourage you along the way. It helps you as the leader to
effectively point your group to the overarching theme of each
lesson and point them to the themes of each study. This Get
Out of Your Head Leader’s Guide includes: Session-bysession helps to guide your group through the study. Walkthrough for using each piece of the study: Videos, Study
Guide, and Conversation Card Deck. The vision for Get Out
of Your Head. Tips for leading your group, and much more.
This guide is designed for use with the Get Out of Your Head
Video Study (9780310116394), sold separately. Streaming
video, study guide, and conversation cards also available.
ORPHAN, CLOCK KEEPER, AND THIEF, twelve-year-old
Hugo lives in the walls of a busy Paris train station, where his
survival depends on secrets and anonymity. But when his
world suddenly interlocks with an eccentric girl and her
grandfather, Hugo's undercover life, and his most precious
secret, are put in jeopardy. A cryptic drawing, a treasured
notebook, a stolen key, a mechanical man, and a hidden
message from Hugo's dead father form the backbone of this
intricate, tender, and spellbinding mystery.
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Is my child too sick to go to daycare today? When can my
child go back to daycare? What should I look for when I am
considering a daycare center for my new baby?Every parent
of a child in daycare asks these questions. Dr. Leigh
Grossman's new book, THE PARENT'S SURVIVAL GUIDE
TO DAYCARE INFECTIONS, presents the facts about
different germs and provides guidance on what to do when
your child has been exposed to or is sick with a specific
infection. How do I choose a daycare center that uses current
infection control practices? How long does a child need to
stay home when they do have an infection? Can I prevent
infection in my child? What are the appropriate and
inappropriate uses of antibiotics? What are the best practices
for treating a specific childhood infection?Designed to be the
home reference book for parents of young children in daycare
and preschool, THE PARENT'S SURVIVAL GUIDE TO
DAYCARE INFECTIONS is a comprehensive and clear book,
with an easy-to-use format, informational quick reference
tables, and a detailed index. Providing up-to-date guidance,
the book includes contributions from 39 pediatric expert
physicians. With chapters on most of the infections that
parents of children in daycare and preschool encounter, the
authors explain what the illness is, how the infection is
spread, how the illness is diagnosed, how long it lasts and
how long the child needs to stay at home. This book is a
ready reference for the children in your life and an excellent
gift for the new parent.
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